We wish you a great stay in Pomorskie Region!
#pomorskietravel

#pomorskieprestige

pomorskie.travel

pomorskie prestige

Share your experience in Pomorskie Region!
Stay always connected with us!
DISCOVER THE REGION-HERITAGE AND NATUR OF KASHUBIA
18.10.2017
10.00

Departure from PURO Gdańsk Hotel

10.00-11.00

Transfer to Szymbark

11.00-13.30

Sightseeing Centrum of Education and Promotion of
Region
www.cepr.pl
The centre has many other attractions: the bunker,
which is home to the Pomeranian Griffin Museum, the
reconstructed room of torture of many Poles exiled to
Siberia, as well as the famous upside-down house – an
allegory of modern life, and an unreal, abstract
building that is symbolic of the perverse times through
which Poland has gone through. Moreover, in this
locale we can find Poland’s only Museum of Tobacco.

13.30

Transfer to Kościerzyna

14.30-16.00

Site inspection in Stary Browar (Old Brewery)
Koscierzyna with kaszubian lunch and the beer tasting
www.starybrowarkoscierzyna.pl/en
OLD BREWERY is a place where we can find a unique
atmosphere which comes from the combination of
modernity and historical legacy of this exceptional
place. Apart from a modern shopping centre, there is a
hotel, a restaurant, a pub and a pizzeria where we
guarantee you perfect leisure and delicious cuisine
combined with the tasting of aromatic beer which is
brewed in our brewer.

16.00-17.00

Sightseeing Accordion Museum in Kościerzyna
www.muzeumakordeonu.com
The Museum was founded in Heart of Kashubia
wchere accordion music has a long traditions. It’s
Poladn’s only museum dedicated to this topic and one
of only a few in the world, wchoch presents nearly 120
instruments from all over the world.

17.00-17.30

Visit at Farwa - the new look on Kashubian traditions

18.00-18.45

Transfer to Gdańsk

19.00

Dinner at PG4
www.pg4.pl

Located in the old, monumental building, twofloored, 300-seater restaurant and brewery.
Not only homemade brews, but also appetizing
menu.

Tranfer to PURO Gdansk Hotel

